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					You’re in the right place!

					

					
						
							Fish&Pips is now F&P Travel.

							Rest-assured, whilst our name has changed we have not.  We are still the same small, bespoke and personal Tour Operator, but we can now take you further and on holidays for a lifetime.
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							Tailormade Holidays Worldwide

						

					

					
					

				

							
					
						
							Méribel luxury ski chalet specialists
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            The Luxury Travel Experts

                            


We (Holly Fisher and Philippa Hartley, the 'F' and the 'P') have been offering truly personal and luxury holidays since 2006. It is what we know and what we love.  At F&P Travel we believe in forging long-standing relationships with our guests to curate tailor-made holidays for a lifetime.


 




We can now take you around the world with our collection of boutique hotels and houses, luxury chalets, villas, yachts, lodges and retreats. Be it for families, couples, friends or multi-generation celebrations, we have all your holidays covered.  Our small team of luxury travel experts (and travel nuts) love putting together unique itineraries and sharing their knowledge.  We visit every property getting to know the detail that matters in order to expertly and honestly guide you. And, our specialist concierge team offer a dedicated (and complimentary) service before and during your stay to take all the holiday admin off your hands.

With our ever-developing portfolio and our friendliest team of experts, we really will be your go-to for a lifetime of holidays.
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									Excellent trip - fabulous communication and 2 very happy holidayers. We stayed at the incredible Six Senses Zighy Bay in Oman - would recommend to adults needing Zen: a beautiful retreat in the mountains. We particularly loved the Dinner on the Edge - a 5 course tasting menu accompanied by wines and a view of the bay from the mountains. Would book again through F&P and recommend to friends. Looking for the next one already due to the helpful and attentive communication from staff.

									SARAH - SIX SENSES ZIGHY BAY - MARCH 2024

								

														
																		
									I wanted to say a massive thank you for making my Mum's 75th birthday so special. The hotel recommendation was wonderful - it could not have been any more perfect. Flora’s emails and organisation was exceptional and made it all so easy.  Jo was obviously brilliant as always. I just wanted to say a great big thank you to all of you though. F&P excelled themselves and I will be telling everyone I know how good you are. 

									ANNIKA - HOTEL LE DAHU - JANUARY 2023

								

														
																		
									The chalet was gorgeous and the skiing was great, but more important than that was the F&P team.  From the friendly and responsive drivers, to the amazing food cooked by Haydn, to the help Lawrence gave us with everything from restaurant booking to ski passes, we really couldn’t have had a better experience.  And of course all of the support from the team even before we got to Meribel was absolutely faultless.

									GALE - CHALET DU VALLON - JANUARY 2023

								

														
																		
									The hotel is fabulous. The location is great, it has a lovely ambience and wonderful staff. F&P providing the concierge and linking everything together for us made it effortless. Flora was superb. We will happily do this again and I always recommend you on to others too. Thanks so much again.



									JULIET - THE PORTETTA - JANUARY 2023

								

														
																		
									First off thank you for the wonderful week. I have been taking my team out on a catered chalet trip for ‘team building’ for the last 6 years or so and this one by far surpassed all the others. The sun even shone every day and I have no idea how you achieved that but I’m willing to bet that it had something to do with Tilly our exceptional host!

									JAMES - CHALET IAMATO - JANUARY 2023

								

														
																		
									Thank you for organising the sailing trip to Greece. We all had an absolutely brilliant time and wouldn’t hesitate to recommend it, it was really fantastic. Amazing scenery, brilliant crew and super local fresh food. I have also told all of my ski friends that they should book sailing trips with you too! Once again a BIG thank you.

									BECKY - SAILING GREECE - MAY 2022

								

											

				

			

	
        

        
           Why Travel with Us: 12 Reasons
        

        
                            
                    

                        
                            
                                
                                    1. Holidays for a lifetime                                

                                
                                    With our ever-developing portfolio of destinations, properties and experiences, we can take you on holidays for a lifetime.  Be it your first hotel weekend away; your baby-moon, honeymoon or anniversary; your family holidays for tots, toddlers, teens or multi-generation; or your annual must-dos and bucket list experiences.

12 REASONS

                                

                                                            

                        


                        


                    

                

                            
                    

                        
                            
                                
                                    2. We are established & know what it takes                                 

                                
                                    We have been doing this since 2006.  We have trained and worked ‘in it’ from the grass roots up.  We know what it takes to run luxury chalets and to make people happy so they return year on year.  As a result, we know what to look for when selecting our properties and partners to ensure they meet, and exceed, expectations.

WHY US

                                

                                                            

                        


                        


                    

                

                            
                    

                        
                            
                                
                                    3. It doesn't cost you                                

                                
                                    Contrary to belief, booking through a Tour Operator doesn’t cost you anymore than going direct. We believe that it actually adds value and saves you in time. We offer a price-match promise for a start. We can arrange every element for you and your money is safe. Booking with people that care, with expertise and that honestly advise to ensure the place is right for you and you only. A complimentary concierge service (that would usually come with a surcharge) with a high level of efficiency, detail and knowledge to get you the very best and more from your holiday.

12 REASONS

                                

                                                            

                        


                        


                    

                

                    

    
	
	
        
            Meet the experts        
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            OUR TOP CITY BREAKS ~ PALMA, MALLORCA

Why Palma i
            
	                
	            	                    [image: OUR TOP CITY BREAKS ~ PALMA, MALLORCA  Why Palma is worth a visit? The Old Town's Moorish architecture, its golden gothic cathedral, and the many hidden tapas bars are a complete treat to discover. As are the experiential restaurants and cool rooftop bars.  F&P tips: Hire a bicycle and cycle from the Bay of Palma along the coast! Foodies will love the Mercat de L'Olivar market and if you want Michelin-starred make sure you book Adrian Quetglas on the edge of the old town (well in advance).  Where to stay? The exceptional Sant Francesc – a beautifully renovated townhouse in the heart of the old town. Its rooftop terrace and pool are exceptionally cool!  Get in touch to start planning WhatsApp us on +44 (0) 1306 264005  📷 @hotelsantfrancesc   #CityBreaks #PalmaMallorca #SpringEscape #EuropeanTravel #OldTownExploration #GothicCathedral #TapasBars #ExperientialDining #RooftopBars #BicycleAdventures #FoodMarket #MichelinStarDining #LuxuryAccommodation #SantFrancesc]
        
    



    
        
            NEW TO F&P ~ Nayara Tented Camp in Costa Rica 

It
            
	                
	            	                    [image: NEW TO F&P ~ Nayara Tented Camp in Costa Rica   It’s safe to say that Nayara Tented Camp is one of the most exclusive eco retreats in Costa Rica. Taking inspiration from luxury tented camps in Africa, the pièce de resistance here is its location at the foot of the smoking Arenal volcano. And of course, the surrounding rainforest is packed to the brim with exotic wildlife.   It’s a winning combination of luxury and nature, where you really feel part of your surroundings.  ✨ WHY WE LOVE IT: For the views of the volcano from your private plunge pool.  ✨ LOCATION: In the Arenal Volcano National Park – at the foot of the volcano – 2.5 hours from San José.  ✨ ROOMS: 35 luxury hillside tents with terraces, outdoor showers, plunge pools & exceptional views.  ✨ WHO WOULD LOVE IT: This is a firm family favourite, where children never cease to be amazed at the wildlife that surrounds them. And have you seen the tree house (picture 6). Couples will love the secluded luxury paired with exceptional food choices.  This is definitely one to save on your IG wishlist. Get in touch today to start planning your Costa Rican adventure.  #FandP #NayaraTentedCamp #CostaRica #LuxuryTravel #EcoRetreat #ArenalVolcano #RainforestExperience #NatureEscape #TravelGoals #AdventureTravel #newtofandp #newhotels #experiencecostarica]
        
    



    
        
            F&P VISITS ~ LONDON
 
Philippa and I recently spen
            	                    [image: F&P VISITS ~ LONDON   Philippa and I recently spent the weekend exploring the finest hotels in London town.  From the iconic to the contemporary, the grand to the intimate, the former military base to the townhouse, our London collection will be soon joining our list of city favourites.  We have somewhere special for everyone and every occasion.  Thanks to the fabulous @the22.london  @theowo.london @belmondcadogan  @thenomadhotel for hosting us. We look forward to sharing the London love with our guests soon.  🇬🇧 ❤️ Holly  #FandPVisits #LondonHotels #CityExploration #LuxuryAccommodation #IconicLondon #ContemporaryDesign #GrandHotels #IntimateSpaces #LondonFavorites #SpecialOccasions #LondonHospitality #LondonLove #HotelHospitality #LondonWeekend #LondonGetaway #LondonAdventure #TravelInspiration #LondonLuxury #LondonTown #LondonExperience]
        
    



    
        
            Meet the F&P team
Vicky ~ Head of Marketing

❓ W
            
	                
	            	                    [image: Meet the F&P team Vicky ~ Head of Marketing  ❓ Where are you going in 2024 & who with?  💬 We finally had our honeymoon last year (3 years late) which was organised by F&P travel expert Jo to Africa. This was such a biggie that we are scaling it back this year! Hoping to do a road trip around Ireland, a long weekend to visit friends in Italy, and a girl's trip to Ibiza.  There are a few more fun things in the pipeline but haven’t finalised them yet!  ❓ Best destination you have ever been? 💬 Tough one as I honestly love most places I go! I lost my heart to Africa last year and New Zealand will always be a firm favourite. I feel like I would love Iceland for its amazing landscapes.  ❓ Best travel/hotel hack? 💬 Try to stay a bit off the tourist path, you will see so much more. In the past I haven’t been able to survive without ‘The Lonely Planet’.  ❓Your favourite TV show you've binged recently? 💬 I think very late to the party but currently watching Narcos and then The Gentlemen is next on the list.]
        
    



    
        
            UNIQUE DESTINATIONS ~ CARIBBEAN EDITION

We love n
            
	                
	            	                    [image: UNIQUE DESTINATIONS ~ CARIBBEAN EDITION  We love nothing more than discovering an authentic hidden gem, a remote corner tucked away from the masses. And these two Caribbean Islands are exactly that.  🏝️ Anguilla, Caribbean Achingly beautiful beaches (33 in total), which are said to be some of the best in the Caribbean, we can’t quite understand why Anguilla isn’t on everyone’s hit list. This is a completely stunning island for those wanting to branch away from the usual Caribbean suspects and hide themselves away in paradise. Velvety white beaches are lined with laidback beach shacks playing live calypso music at sunset, whilst serving insanely delicious cocktails and fresh barbecued fish (Anguillans love to eat so expect a buzzing food scene, together with the slickest but most unpretentious service.) Those long empty beaches are just made for sun worshippers. Anguilla is surely one of the best-kept secrets in the Caribbean!  🏝️ Bequia, Caribbean A tiny seven-mile Caribbean paradise – ‘Island of the Clouds – this gem is only really visited by cognoscenti of the Caribbean! Bequia is part of the stunning archipelago of St Vincent and the Grenadines, with the A-list magnet of Mustique amongst its chain, and the ever-popular Barbados an hour’s flight away. Bequia couldn’t be more different and has flown under the radar for years, somehow managing to avoid the glitz and glamour and maintaining its own distinct character, with unspoiled natural beauty and laid-back atmosphere oozing the Caribbean charm of yesteryear. We highly recommend a hike up Mount Peggy for stunning views across the archipelago, diving in the pristine reefs or kayaking between coves.   Get in touch with Clare our Islands expert to chat more about these Islands and more!   #LesserKnownIslands #HiddenGems #OffTheBeatenPath #CaribbeanParadise #AnguillaSecrets #BequiaBliss #IslandEscapes #CaribbeanTravel #TravelInspiration #DiscoverMore]
        
    



    
        
            EARLY-BIRD OFFERS ~ THE COSTA NAVARINO COLLECTION,
            
	                
	            	                    [image: EARLY-BIRD OFFERS ~ THE COSTA NAVARINO COLLECTION, GREECE  Make the most of these excellent savings with F&P across The Costa Navarino Hotel Collection:   🌟 20% off stays from 24/05 - 03/07 🌟 10% off stays from 04/07 - 24/07 &  25/07 - 02/08 🌟 5% off stays from 03/08 - 21/08  Whether you're looking for an adults-only escape, a family holiday with tots or teens, or empty nesters looking for some luxury with a side of golf, we've got an offer for you.  Offers available across the below hotels:  ✨ W Costa Navarino  Right on the beach of the stunning crescent-shaped Navarino Bay, the W brand has stamped its inimitable and effortlessly cool mark. Branded as an “escape”, it blends warm Greek hospitality with a vibrant atmosphere – the relaxed beach club being the place to spend much of your time.  ✨ The Westin Resort Costa Navarino Consistently voted not only one of the best hotels in Greece, but in the whole of Europe, The Westin Resort Costa Navarino is one of our favourite family destinations.   ✨ The Romanos The Romanos is a destination in itself – with it being entirely possible to never set foot outside of the resort. With the sparkling Ionian on one side and the backdrop of the Peloponnese on the other, it has everything you possibly need for a week of luxury.   Hurry! Book before the 30/04/24.  Contact our team at hello@fandptravel.com to grab these exclusive offers before they're gone.   #LuxuryEscapes #EarlyBirdSpecials #TravelDeals #DreamGetaway #LuxuryTravel #CostaNavarino #WestinResort #TheRomanos #WCostaNavarino #FandPTravel]
        
    



    
        
            KENYA ~ a firm favourite for honeymooners, familie
            
	                
	            	                    [image: KENYA ~ a firm favourite for honeymooners, families, couples, and solo traveler guests.   This East African gem has it all with many incredible game-rich National Reserves, wild private concessions, jaw-dropping Rift Valley landscapes, a wide variety of activities to experience as well as a rich tribal culture.   Our Africa expert, Jo, worked at a luxury safari camp in the Maasai Mara so knows what to look for in a good Kenyan safari camp. With so many excellent camps and lodges to choose from in Kenya she is your go-to for finding the perfect one.  Beyond the animals, vast landscapes, and activities, Jo loves the Kenyan people. "They are so charismatic, warm and friendly. It is fascinating speaking with them about their tribal heritage. The guides are brilliant at bringing the bush to life for children and adults alike and with the cultural element, it adds something unique to an African experience.  All of this, combined with being able to get from a safari to the Kenyan Coast makes it a very popular safari destination."  BEST FOR: Everyone and everything! Incredible wildlife encounters (including the annual migration of wildebeest and zebra), culture, spectacular Rift Valley scenery, excellent owner-run properties, activities, excellent guiding, a beautiful coastline, and charismatic people.   WHEN TO GO: The primary dry seasons are from June to late October, followed by short rains in November, typically these are short sharp showers, so you can still travel during this time. Another dry season spans mid-December to mid-February, with peak wildebeest and zebra migrations typically observed from late July to early September.  JO’s TOP TIP: Book as early as you can – the best camps and lodges are small so they get booked up quite far in advance, especially if you are looking at peak holiday dates. It’s never too early to get planning!  #KenyaSafari #AfricanAdventure #WildlifeEncounters #SafariDestination #KenyanCulture #RiftValleyViews #OwnerRunProperties #TravelKenya #SafariExpert #ExploreAfrica]
        
    



    
        
            DESIGN SERIES ~ SIX SENSES IBIZA

Artfully built i
            
	                
	            	                    [image: DESIGN SERIES ~ SIX SENSES IBIZA  Artfully built into the rocks, overlooking the impossibly blue waters of Xarraca Bay, Six Senses is practically hidden from view. It sprawls over twenty acres of lush pine-clad honeycombed headland, reachable only by a long and winding track or by boat.   From the rust hue of the architecture to the bamboo-clad roofs that mimic local fishermen’s dwellings, every little detail has been thought of. It is glamorous and understated with a distinct focus on sustainability, community, and well-being.   Each room, suite, and townhouse is flooded with views across the bay, or out over the wooded hillside through floor-to-ceiling windows and French doors. The colour palette is muted and earthy, with contemporary furniture, raffia mats, and bathrooms stocked with sustainable products.   We will save this post, and our other favourite hotels and lodges for design as a highlight on our Instagram page. Questions about this beautiful hotel? DM, Whatsapp or email us on hello@fandptravel.com  #SixSensesIbiza #DesignSeries #LuxuryHideaway #SecludedRetreat #ArtfulArchitecture #WellnessGetaway #CoastalElegance #NatureInspiredDesign #BreathtakingViews #SustainableDesign #UnderstatedLuxury #WellnessRetreat #EcoFriendlyTravel #XarracaBay #IbizaHideaway #TravelInspiration]
        
    



    
        
            NEW OPENINGS IN 2024

There are some exciting new 
            
	                
	            	                    [image: NEW OPENINGS IN 2024  There are some exciting new hotels and villas opening up in 2024. Our most anticipated openings for 2024 include a super sleek Greek retreat on a lesser-known island, a string of exquisite new villas across Mallorca and Menorca, two boutique French hotels steeped in history and tradition; and an architecturally impressive new hotel in the hidden corner of Grenada.  Check out these newbies on our blog via the link in our bio.  #NewOpenings #LuxuryTravel #TravelAnnouncement #HotelOpenings #LuxuryHotels #VillaCollection #BoutiqueHotels #Travel2024 #UnforgettableGetaway]
        
    



    
        
            WHALE SHARK SEASON in the Maldives. A truly bucket
            	                    [image: WHALE SHARK SEASON in the Maldives. A truly bucket-list experience.  From May to December, the waters become rich in plankton, attracting these gentle giants. Dive into the turquoise waters and experience a once-in-a-lifetime swim.  If this is something you want to experience in 2024, send Clare a message (our Islands expert)  via DM, WhatsApp, or email to start a conversation.  📹 @niyamamaldives   #MaldivesMagic #UnderwaterWonder #OceanEncounter #MarineParadise #DiveWithGiants #AquaticAdventure #NatureInFocus #ExploreTheDeep #SwimWild #OceanEcoTravel]
        
    



    
        
            UNIQUE DESTINATIONS

There's something truly speci
            	                    [image: UNIQUE DESTINATIONS  There's something truly special about uncovering an unknown destination, somewhere unique and tucked away from the crowds.  Holly and Philippa have discovered an absolute gem.   SUMBA, THE FORGOTTEN ISLAND, INDONESIA  The island of Sumba, in the east of the Indonesian archipelago, in the Savu Sea, has long been far from the beaten track.   Remote, wild, and low on infrastructure, it is untouched and unspoiled. Unlike its volcanic neighbours, it is characterised by limestone stacks, large blue lagoons, stunningly beautiful beaches, and waterfalls. Twice the size of the well-known island of Bali, but with fewer tourists and incredible beaches.   If you want to experience the authentic Indonesia, away from the crowds, get in touch today.   📹 @Nihi]
        
    



    
        
            OUR TOP CITY BREAKS ~ LISBON

Spring is the perfec
            
	                
	            	                    [image: OUR TOP CITY BREAKS ~ LISBON  Spring is the perfect time to go on a city break. Milder temperatures means you can walk for miles without wilting in the heat, explore world class exhibitions in peace without the crowds and go beyond the normal tourist trails; finding perfect little al fresco cafés known only to locals.  Why Lisbon is worth a visit? Soulful, vibrant and bohemian, and – as the second oldest capital in Europe – stacks of history and culture at every turn. We particularly love the joyful Azulejo tiles and pastel-coloured buildings.  F&P tips: We can't recommend the city's colourful tuk-tuks enough; perfect for exploring every inch of the city (without breaking the pedometer). Try one of the famous pastéis de nata (custard tarts) and head to the super trendy LX Factory under the Vasco da Gama Bridge with all the locals.  Where to stay? You can't get a better location than bang in the middle of the fashionable district at Bairro Alto or Sublime Lisboa for a sleek and chic townhouse vibe (and fantastic cocktails).  Get in touch to plan on hello@fandptravel.com to plan your next city break.  #LisbonCityBreak #ExploreLisbon #CityEscape #WeekendGetaway #LisbonAdventure #EuropeanTravel #CityBreaks #TravelTips #LisbonCulture #LisbonHistory #visitlisbon #foodietravels #foodie]
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		[
  {
    "parent": "Guest",
    "value": "Stayed in an F&P chalet"
  },
  {
    "parent": "Guest",
    "value": "Stayed in a F&P Ski hotel"
  },
  {
    "parent": "Guest",
    "value": "Stayed in F&P Sun property"
  },
  {
    "parent": "Guest",
    "value": "In resort marketing"
  },
  {
    "parent": "Word of Mouth",
    "value": "Friend"
  },
  {
    "parent": "Word of Mouth",
    "value": "Family"
  },
  {
    "parent": "Word of Mouth",
    "value": "A previous guest"
  },
  {
    "parent": "Word of Mouth",
    "value": "Staff in resort"
  },
  {
    "parent": "Word of Mouth",
    "value": "Partner",
    "placeholder": "Please let us know the name of your partner",
    "textarea": true
  },
  {
    "parent": "Word of Mouth",
    "value": "Other",
    "textarea": true,
    "placeholder": "Please give more information on who you heard about us from"
  },
  {
    "parent": "Referral",
    "value": "Friend"
  },
  {
    "parent": "Referral",
    "value": "Family"
  },
  {
    "parent": "Referral",
    "value": "A previous guest"
  },
  {
    "parent": "Referral",
    "value": "Staff"
  },
  {
    "parent": "Referral",
    "value": "Partner",
    "textarea": true,
    "placeholder": "Please let us know the name of your partner"
  },
  {
    "parent": "Referral",
    "value": "Agent"
  },
  {
    "parent": "Referral",
    "value": "Other",
    "textarea": true,
    "placeholder": "Please give more information on who you heard about us from"
  },
  {
    "parent": "Mailing List",
    "value": "Newsletter"
  },
  {
    "parent": "Mailing List",
    "value": "Previous Enquiry"
  },
  {
    "parent": "Internet Search",
    "value": "Paid Google"
  },
  {
    "parent": "Internet Search",
    "value": "Organic Google"
  },
  {
    "parent": "Internet Search",
    "value": "Online blog or article"
  },
  {
    "parent": "Internet Search",
    "value": "Other",
    "textarea": true,
    "placeholder": "Which search engine did you use and what did you search for?"
  },
  {
    "parent": "Social Media",
    "value": "Facebook page"
  },
  {
    "parent": "Social Media",
    "value": "Facebook advertising"
  },
  {
    "parent": "Social Media",
    "value": "Instagram page"
  },
  {
    "parent": "Social Media",
    "value": "Instagram advertising"
  },
  {
    "parent": "Social Media",
    "value": "Twitter"
  },
  {
    "parent": "Social Media",
    "value": "Influencer",
    "textarea": true,
    "placeholder": "Which influencer did you hear about us from?"
  },
  {
    "parent": "Social Media",
    "value": "Other",
    "textarea": true,
    "placeholder": "Please give more information on who you heard about us from"
  },
  {
    "parent": "Press",
    "value": "Online blog or article"
  },
  {
    "parent": "Press",
    "value": "Printed blog or article"
  },
  {
    "parent": "Press",
    "value": "Other",
    "textarea": true,
    "placeholder": "Please give more information on who you heard about us from"
  },
  {
    "parent": "Agent",
    "textarea": true,
    "placeholder": "Please provide the name of the agent that you heard about us from"
  },
  {
    "parent": "Advert",
    "textarea": true,
    "placeholder": "Please provide more information on the advert that you saw"
  },
  {
    "parent": "Other",
    "textarea": true,
    "placeholder": "Please provide further information on where you heard about us from."
  }
]

	